2006 ford f150 supercrew

A class leader when it comes to ride and handling, the Ford F is dragged down by its excessive
weight and lack of key safety features. Over the last several decades, Ford's F-Series truck has
gone from farm implement to fashionably hip, bringing home numerous sales records and big
profits in the process. With total sales each year approaching one million units, it's hardly a
stretch to call Ford's big pickup the single most important model it makes, and when it comes
time for a redesign, there's little room for error. To keep competitors at bay, Ford gathered its
best engineers, cranked up the focus groups and set out to design the most advanced F-Series
ever built. The result was the Ford F, a thoroughly modern pickup with a cleaner-burning and
more powerful V8, increased passenger and cargo room and broad-shouldered bodywork that
looked the part of an all-American pickup truck. New features were added throughout the
vehicle, many of which were firsts in the segment. All body styles had four doors; extended
cabs SuperCabs in Ford truck terminology could be had with a shorter bed for easier fits in tight
garages and crew cabs SuperCrews provided more passenger room than ever before. This
recipe proved quite successful, and the Ford F carries on this year with minimal changes. Get
inside one of these half-ton pickups and you'll barely know you're in a truck thanks to a modern
interior design that effectively blends functionality and style. Multiple trim grades allow you to
choose work-truck simplicity or luxury carlike pampering. A fully boxed frame not only adds
stiffness, it allows for a more precisely tuned suspension and a smoother ride, versus
previous-generation Fs. Whether you use your pickup truck like another trusty tool on the job,
or you just need a versatile vehicle that can haul the family and a load of lumber, the Ford F is
sure to have what you're looking for. The Ford F is available in three body styles regular cab,
extended cab and crew cab , three bed lengths 5. Both regular and extended-cab trucks come
standard with reverse-opening rear doors for easier cab access. The base XL is your standard
work truck with a vinyl or cloth interior and minimal amenities. The STX is similarly equipped
but adds body-colored bumpers, sportier wheels and a few additional features, such as a split
bench seat and an upgraded sound system. The volume leader in the lineup is the midgrade
XLT, as it offers the widest array of available options, as well as an upgraded interior, chrome
trim, and power locks and windows. The FX4 is geared toward off-road enthusiasts as it
includes underbody skid plates, retuned springs and heavy-duty shocks, as well as inch wheels
and an upgraded interior. Top-of-the-line Lariat models cater to buyers looking for an upscale
look and feel with interior features like brushed aluminum and wood highlights, leather seats, a
trip computer, inch alloy wheels and automatic climate control. The King Ranch package adds
unique interior and exterior trim, exclusive leather seating and wood grain interior accents. The
Harley-Davidson package includes monochromatic paint, inch alloy wheels, unique trim and
black aniline leather seating. There are three engine choices on this Ford truck: the standard 4.
The 4. Both V8 engines are matched to four-speed automatic transmissions. The V6 gets a
standard five-speed manual. Properly equipped, the Ford F can tow up to 9, pounds and carry
3,pound payloads. Four-wheel antilock disc brakes are standard across the board, and traction
control is optional on 2WD V8 models. Unlike some of its competitors, the F does not offer side
airbags or stability control. Thanks to a stiff frame and rack and pinion steering, the Ford F
delivers impressive ride and handling for a truck. Excessive weight bogs down the 4. FX4 and
Lariat models with bucket seats use a floor-mounted shifter, while all other configurations have
a standard column shifter. An optional overhead console uses interchangeable modules so
owners can add whatever features they find most useful. Regular cab F models have handy
reverse-opening access doors for getting to the storage area behind the seat. Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford F Is
it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials
Check out Ford F lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Feels sluggish even with larger V8, no available
side airbags, not much interior storage space. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. A limited-edition Harley-Davidson
package debuts this year, featuring monochromatic paint, inch alloys, unique trim and special
leather seating. Satellite radio is newly available, and traction control can be added to 2WD V8

models. Later in the model year, the crew cab can be equipped with a 6. Read more. Write a
review See all reviews. Nice looking truck, very reliable and strong engine. Tows my boat
effortlessly. Very, very low maintenance costs. But, like any other vehicle My favotite vehicle so
far!! My FX4 Flair side has been an awesome truck, the only new vehicle i kept more than 2
years. I bought it new in 06, and drove it until June 21 and would still be driving it except i got
t-boned by a semi who ran a red light on that day, luckily they was trying to stop and hit me at
only about mph. Smacked me right in my drivers door. The truck bumper hit square from the
back of the drivers door to the very front of my truck. To those who comment about the problem
with the spark plugs, yes before i did some research on Youtube, i was worried about the cost
of breaking off plugs when changing them. I watched many youtube videos and combined what
i thought were the best methods i found there. After that buy a removal tool just in case you do
end up breaking a plug. I bought a used Lisle brand tool, and that is the recommended brand.
Then buy some Sea foam deep creep. Next with your engine cold, remove and get the plug
wires and coils out of the way. Then fill the plug ports full of the deep creep and let it set
overnight, then take a good plug socket and ratchet. I started with the hardest to get to plug just
in case one broke, i would have the hardest one done first. Follow this procedure and you
should have as good a result as i did. Following this procedure, when i removed all of my plugs,
there was virtually no carbon at all left on my plugs. When you install your new plugs, a good
idea is to put some anti seize on the threads before installing. I believe it is possible, a good
friend of mine is a 3rd generation body man, and between him and my imaginative mind, i think
we can make it happen. Read less. Great truck look wise and quality wise. Very reliable the first
80k miles; now experiencing occasional stalling in reverse and when coming to a stop. My
original fuel pump module was mildly corroded. Hope it solves my prob after taking it to Ford
and them not knowing how to diagnose, solve, and fix. See all reviews of the Used Ford F Write
a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4.
Sponsored cars related to the F Sign Up. A class leader when it comes to ride and handling, the
Ford F is dragged down by its excessive weight and lack of key safety features. Over the last
several decades, Ford's F-Series truck has gone from farm implement to fashionably hip,
bringing home numerous sales records and big profits in the process. With total sales each
year approaching one million units, it's hardly a stretch to call Ford's big pickup the single most
important model it makes, and when it comes time for a redesign, there's little room for error. To
keep competitors at bay, Ford gathered its best engineers, cranked up the focus groups and set
out to design the most advanced F-Series ever built. The result was the Ford F, a thoroughly
modern pickup with a cleaner-burning and more powerful V8, increased passenger and cargo
room and broad-shouldered bodywork that looked the part of an all-American pickup truck. New
features were added throughout the vehicle, many of which were firsts in the segment. All body
styles had four doors; extended cabs SuperCabs in Ford truck terminology could be had with a
shorter bed for easier fits in tight garages and crew cabs SuperCrews provided more passenger
room than ever before. This recipe proved quite successful, and the Ford F carries on this year
with minimal changes. Get inside one of these half-ton pickups and you'll barely know you're in
a truck thanks to a modern interior design that effectively blends functionality and style.
Multiple trim grades allow you to choose work-truck simplicity or luxury carlike pampering. A
fully boxed frame not only adds stiffness, it allows for a more precisely tuned suspension and a
smoother ride, versus previous-generation Fs. Whether you use your pickup truck like another
trusty tool on the job, or you just need a versatile vehicle that can haul the family and a load of
lumber, the Ford F is sure to have what you're looking for. The Ford F is available in three body
styles regular cab, extended cab and crew cab , three bed lengths 5. Both regular and
extended-cab trucks come standard with reverse-opening rear doors for easier cab access. The
base XL is your standard work truck with a vinyl or cloth interior and minimal amenities. The
STX is similarly equipped but adds body-colored bumpers, sportier wheels and a few additional
features, such as a split bench seat and an upgraded sound system. The volume leader in the
lineup is the midgrade XLT, as it offers the widest array of available options, as well as an
upgraded interior, chrome trim, and power locks and windows. The FX4 is geared toward
off-road enthusiasts as it includes underbody skid plates, retuned springs and heavy-duty
shocks, as well as inch wheels and an upgraded interior. Top-of-the-line Lariat models cater to
buyers looking for an upscale look and feel with interior features like brushed aluminum and
wood highlights, leather seats, a trip computer, inch alloy wheels and automatic climate control.
The King Ranch package adds unique interior and exterior trim, exclusive leather seating and
wood grain interior accents. The Harley-Davidson package includes monochromatic paint, inch
alloy wheels, unique trim and black aniline leather seating. There are three engine choices on
this Ford truck: the standard 4. The 4. Both V8 engines are matched to four-speed automatic

transmissions. The V6 gets a standard five-speed manual. Properly equipped, the Ford F can
tow up to 9, pounds and carry 3,pound payloads. Four-wheel antilock disc brakes are standard
across the board, and traction control is optional on 2WD V8 models. Unlike some of its
competitors, the F does not offer side airbags or stability control. Thanks to a stiff frame and
rack and pinion steering, the Ford F delivers impressive ride and handling for a truck. Excessive
weight bogs down the 4. FX4 and Lariat models with bucket seats use a floor-mounted shifter,
while all other configurations have a standard column shifter. An optional overhead console
uses interchangeable modules so owners can add whatever features they find most useful.
Regular cab F models have handy reverse-opening access doors for getting to the storage area
behind the seat. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car
you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find
cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Ford F SuperCrew. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford F lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Feels sluggish even with larger V8, no available side airbags, not much interior storage
space. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the F for sale
near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. A limited-edition Harley-Davidson package debuts
this year, featuring monochromatic paint, inch alloys, unique trim and special leather seating.
Satellite radio is newly available, and traction control can be added to 2WD V8 models. Later in
the model year, the crew cab can be equipped with a 6. Read more. Write a review See all
reviews. Nice looking truck, very reliable and strong engine. Tows my boat effortlessly. Very,
very low maintenance costs. But, like any other vehicle Great truck look wise and quality wise.
Very reliable the first 80k miles; now experiencing occasional stalling in reverse and when
coming to a stop. My original fuel pump module was mildly corroded. Hope it solves my prob
after taking it to Ford and them not knowing how to diagnose, solve, and fix. Read less. The
best truck I have ever owned. I have had several trucks. This one is the best. There is no
comparison to a Chevy Silverado. It handles, runs, drives and corners much better. The fuel
economy is great. The truck is very quiet inside while driving at 75 and above. It feels like you
are sitting in your living room on the freeway even at high speeds; you don't feel bumps. Off
road, it can't be beat. It never gets stuck in sand. Living in the desert, I see a lot of sand. The
truck takes it like you are on a city street. I have recommended the F to several friends and they
love them also. Overall, this is by far the best truck on the road. It can't be beat. I love this truck,
ive had it for a year and half. Was a little gutless when I first purchased it, but after switching
out my Battery, changing to full synthetic 5w30, with top a top end oil filter, and air filter I was
able to bring out that awesome triton power. This truck has seen mudding in the mounts, towing
across country, hell I drove it threw a river, got a squeaky belt and kept right on going lol. In
town she looks good, when its time to work shes ready to go. There are issues with these
trucks, however I haven't got any yet! Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the F Sign Up. This
page is for personal, non-commercial use. Properly equipped, an F can tow 9, pounds or haul
more than 3, pounds in the bed. The F is comfortable as well, with a quiet and refined ride and
comfortable interiors that show attention to detail. Handling is excellent for a pickup. F comes
equipped with dual frontal airbags designed to deploy according to the severity of the crash and
who or what is occupying the seat. Seat belts, your first line of defense in any crash, are
equipped with pre-tensioners and energy-management retractors. For all these reasons, the F
has been America's best-selling full-size pickup for 28 consecutive years. It's the most
important, most profitable vehicle Ford makes. F was last redesigned in , when it earned
numerous awards, including North American Truck of the Year. Ford has not significantly
changed the F since then except to expand the lineup every year with new trim levels ,
variations, and specialty models. For , SuperCrew crew cab models will be available with a
longer, 6. A limited-production Harley-Davidson edition, previously offered on Super Duty
models, is now available as an F SuperCab extended cab. SuperCrew buyers can choose the

King Ranch model, lavishly outfitted in Castano leather, one of our favorites. At the bottom of
the lineup is a V6 work truck. F offers more choices than any other pickup nameplate, with six
distinct trim variations, the industry's widest variety of body configurations three cab styles,
three bed lengths, two bed styles , and a choice of V8 engines, all thoughtfully designed to
address the distinct needs and wants of individual buyers. Full Review The Ford F delivers all
the big-truck attributes of toughness, strength, and cargo capacity, but offers interior design
and comfort that would rival some luxury cars. It's also stylish, among the best-looking in a
group of handsome full-size pickups for the model year. WB Lariat 4x4 Styleside 5. WB Lariat
4x4 Styleside 6. WB FX4 4x4 Styleside 6. WB FX4 4x4 Styleside 5. WB Lariat 4x4 Flareside 6. All
rights reserved. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. We
get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights
on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good,
right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content.
Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. The Ford F delivers all the big-truck attributes
of toughness, strength, and cargo capacity, but offers interior design and comfort that would
rival some luxury cars. Hide Full Review. Choose a Trim 4x2 Styleside 5. WB Lariat. Engine 4.
Smart Buy Program is powered by. See the value of your car and get a cash offer in minutes.
Cash Out or Trade-In. Research Another Vehicle. XLT 4x2 Styleside 5. XLT 4x2 Styleside 6. XLT
4x2 Flareside 6. Lariat 4x2 Styleside 5. XLT 4x4 Styleside 5. Lariat 4x2 Styleside 6. XLT 4x4
Styleside 6. XLT 4x4 Flareside 6. FX4 4x4 Styleside 5. FX4 4x4 Styleside 6. Lariat 4x4 Styleside
5. FX4 4x4 Flareside 6. Lariat 4x4 Styleside 6. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our
site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear.
Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual
application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still
haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be
logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new
Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Zip is
Invalid. Please enter a full UK postcode to obtain a delivery quote. Unfortunately we are unable
to process your request, please contact the Operation Centre for more information.
Unfortunately, this Operations Centre is unable to provide a delivery service to the postcode
entered. Please provide an alternative address. Please contact the Operating Centre for a
Delivery Price. From: in. Shipping To: in. Please check vehicle type should be Automobile or
Motorcycle. Document type should be appropriate for International shipping. Want more
information for this particular auto auction? Interested in bidding on this vehicle? Check the
licensing requirements for this state to determine whether or not you need a business license to
bid. As of now, the sale date is Future. To search, bid on, and buy thousands of used and
salvage vehicles for sale at Copart, start by registering for Basic or Premier Membership. Once
you find a vehicle you want, go to the Lot Details page to place a bid. If the vehicle is already in
the live online auction, join the auction and bid in real time! State laws determine what you may
bid on, based on whether you buy vehicles for business or personal use. If you have business
licenses, be sure to submit them through the license uploader. You may preview vehicles at
Copart locations during normal business hours. Find your local Copart by searching locations.
Eligible to Bid. Not Eligible to Bid. There is no minimum bid or reserve price. The vehicle will be
awarded to the highest bidder at the close of bidding during the virtual auction. All bids are
binding and all sales are final. What This Means. Your Bid:. If your bid is the high pre-bid it will
be represented in the live auction. When pre-bid and live bid amounts are equal the bid placed
during the live auction is considered the winning bid. Your new Maximum Bid cannot be less
than the Current Bid. We will reduce your Maximum Bid to the value entered or the current Bid
whichever is greater. If you wish to keep or increase your current Maximum Bid click the cancel
button below to close the window. Due to licensing restrictions you are unable to bid on this lot.
However the following options are available for unlicensed buyers. All title processing required
to sell these vehicles has been completed and submitted to the proper titling authority. Copart
is waiting for DMV processing to be completed. When DMV processing is completed, these
vehicles will be assigned to an actual sale. Members bidding on these vehicles will be notified
by email when the vehicle is assigned to a sale. They are also NOT eligible for bidding yet. While
it is our objective to provide the most current, up-to-date and reliable information to you, Copart
makes no representation to the accuracy of the information on this build sheet. Furthermore,
users should undertake sufficient verification to determine the suitability for their own particular
purpose of any information or products provided by this build sheet. Powered by:. Your bid will
remain confidential throughout the process and will not be visible to other bidders. You should
therefore bid the maximum you believe is required to win the lot. You may submit a higher bid at
any time during the auction which will supersede your previous bid. After the sale closes our

automated system will determine the highest bid and award the lot to that bidder. Your bid must
be within the bid increments. Please review the table below. Then try your bid again. Increment
bidding allows Copart to increase your entered bid by one and only one increment in the event
your entered bid is tied with a bid from another member. If your bid is the highest bid, then your
bid will NOT be incremented. Our increments are based on the following table :. Copart
expressly disclaims the accuracy of any vehicle identification numbers VIN. Such information
may not be used or relied upon for bidding purposes or for any other reason. See Vehicle
Disclaimer. I understand that the information in the Vehicle History Report is provided by
Experian and that Experian is solely responsible for the content of the Vehicle History Report.
Copart does not guarantee the accuracy of the information in the Vehicle History Report. I have
read and agree to the terms listed above. Please note that the ProQuote values provided in the
Market Guide report are provided as of a point in time and subject to change. Copart is not
responsible for any loss or expense resulting from use of or reliance upon any information
contained in the Market Guide. Please click "Confirm" to accept this offer. We apologize for the
inconvenience, but this vehicle is not eligible for a Condition Report. Condition Reports cannot
be purchased for vehicles that:. Condition Reports give you the information you need on the
vehicles you want. You can also benefit from our high-quality photos and information to help
you make an informed bidding decision. You must be a CrashedToys or Copart Member to
perform this action. Your Password is expired. Please contact member. DRIVE includes
third-party condition reports, an industry-standard run light system, an arbitration policy and
more! Do not show this message again. Sublot vehicles are not physically stored at the main
facility. Remove Shipping Export Lot x. Export in CSV. Bid Information. Click Image to Zoom.
For international inquiries, contact export copart. Estimate 0. International Shipping
Information. Lot will be delivered to Add new delivery location. Estimated Delivery Cost. Cancel
Submit Address. From: in Shipping To: in. Order Status: Status Unavailable. This will cancel
your delivery order for Lot. If you want to continue the cancellation click Cancel Delivery below.
Otherwise choose Go Back. Go Back Cancel Delivery. Enter your Zip Code below to quote
delivery based on your location. Zip Code. Cancel Quote. Pickup Delivery is already in process
with a transporter. Order Delivery option cannot be selected for this lot at this moment. Please
cancel transporter in order to proceed with order delivery. Select your port: Select Port. Get
Quote. You have successfully ordered delivery. We will be in touch shortly with further details.
Highlights: Run and Drive. Seller: USAA. Body Style:. Color: RED. Engine Type: 4. Cylinders: 8.
Fuel: GAS. Keys: YES. Inspection Services. Condition Report. EpicVin Report. Market Guide
Report. Select Frequency Daily Weekly. First Name Required. First Name can only contain
letters. Last Name Required. Last Name can only contain letters. Want to Bid? Become a
Member. You can learn more about bidding laws with our state licensing map. Bid Information
Glossary. Bid Status: You Haven't Bid. Check Why? Bid Now. Sale Information. Sale Date:
Future. Your Bid Has Been Registered. Confirm Your Bid. Learn More. Hire a broker Brokers can
help you with the buying process. Get started. Regarding Lots NOT assigned to an auction.
Technical Specifications. Standard Equipment. Preview Location ,. Preview Hours CST. After
Sale Pick up Location: ,. After Sale Pick up hours:. Increment bidding allows Copart to increase
your entered bid by one and only one increment in the event your entered bid is tied by a live
virtual bidder. If your bid is the highest bid then your bid will NOT be incremented. Your current
bid exceeds your available limits. If you are a Basic Member, you can upgrade to Premier
Membership or increase your bid limits here. If you are a Premier Member, your daily bidding
limits will reset tomorrow. To increase daily limits, contact your local Copart Location to find
out more. Model Year Make FORD. Color RED. Body Style. Fuel GAS. First Registered Date.
Engine Size 4. Cancel Continue. Purchase Subscription Cancel. NADA Values. ProQuote
Results. List of Comparable Sales. View a Sample Report. Purchase Report Cancel. If you are a
Basic Member you can upgrade to Premier Membership. If you would like to see the AutoCheck
report for this lot, please contact your Broker. OK Close.
suzuki carparts
2006 m35 specs
e350 blower motor resistor location
Cancel Confirm. The Copart Condition Report is a purchasable assessment of vehicle features
and condition. It includes: Videos of the vehicle Additional photos detailing features and
damage Tire information and condition Comprehensive vehicle features list. Cancel Buy Report.
Condition report failure. Are about to go to auction. Are physically located at an offsite location.
Are sublots. Order Status:. No WiFi at this location. Address , ,. Mailing Address , ,. Get
Directions from your location. View Map Error. All Rights Reserved. Account Type. Member
Seller. Error Message. Sign Into Your Account. New to Copart? Enter password that must be

Passwords must be a minimum of 8 characters with at least one number and one letter. Your
form has been successfully submitted. Our export team is in process of calculating your
shipping quote. Please allow up to 36 hours. Cancel Yes. The true mileage of the lot cannot be
expressed because it has exceeded the capacity of the odometer to measure it.

